[Local exercise and oxidative stress in chronic obstructive broncho-pneumopathies: preliminary results].
The role of altered peripheral muscle function in exercise intolerance of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is now well established. However, the mechanisms underlying this phenomen, have not been determined. One hypothesis is that the oxidative stress, that leads to tissue injury may be involved. A recent study has shown that general exercise caused systemic oxidative stress in COPD patients. However, the origin of this stress was not absolutely clear: airways, muscle, both, or other? The aim of this study was first to determine with a systemic approach, whether systemic oxidative stress occur in patients who perform local exercise and then with a muscular needle biopsy approach, to confirm the muscular origin of this oxidative stress. In each approach, 7 COPD patients moderate to severe and 7 age-matched subjects performed an endurance test consisting of dynamic strength of the quadriceps against 40% (systemic approach) or 30% (biopsy approach) of maximal voluntary strength at an imposed regular pace until exhaustion. The results showed in each approach, that endurance test duration was significantly decreased in the COPD patients (p < 0.05). In systemic approach, the results showed that blood vitamin E at rest was significantly decreased in the COPD (p < 0.001), with a significant increase in superoxide anion release by stimulated phagocytes (p < 0.001). Local exercise induced, only in COPD, a significant increase in serum MDA (p < 0.05), which is an index of oxidative stress. In the biopsy approach, the results showed that local exercise induced in COPD an increase in muscular levels of MDA. A significant increase in muscular peroxidase glutathion activity (antioxidant) occurred after exercise only in normal subjects (p < 0.05). In conclusion, this study in COPD, confirms the altered peripheral muscle function, reveals a deficit in blood vitamin E and suggest that local muscular exercise causes a muscular oxidative stress in these patients. Further studies are needed to confirm these results and evaluate the implication of this oxidative stress in the myopathy of COPD.